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Abstract
Weak variance generalised gamma convolution processes are multi-

variate Brownian motions weakly subordinated by multivariate Thorin
subordinators. Within this class, we extend a result from strong to
weak subordination that a driftless Brownian motion gives rise to a
self-decomposable process. Under moment conditions on the underly-
ing Thorin measure, we show that this condition is also necessary. We
apply our results to some prominent processes such as the weak vari-
ance alpha-gamma process, and illustrate the necessity of our moment
conditions in some cases.
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1 Introduction

An n-dimensional random vector X is called self-decomposable (SD) provided
that for any 0< b < 1, there exists a random vector Zb, independent of X,
such that

X
D
= bX + Zb . (1.1)

Self-decomposable distributions occur as limits of sums of independent ran-
dom vectors (see [39, Theorem 15.3]) and as stationary distributions of mul-
tivariate Lévy-driven Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes (see [39, Theorem 17.5]).
As such, self-decomposability has many important financial applications,
such as modelling stochastic volatility [5], stock returns [11, 31], and addi-
tional applications are reviewed in [9, 17]. Self-decomposability was studied
in the multivariate setting by Urbanik [43], who characterised their distribu-
tions in terms of a Lévy-Khintchine representation, while Sato [38] derived a
criterion often used to prove self-decomposability in terms of a representation
of their Lévy density in polar coordinates.

While it is clear that stable distributions, including the normal distri-
bution and gamma distribution are SD, it was not until [24] that self-
decomposability was established for the Student’s t-distribution. Thorin
introduced generalised gamma convolutions (GGC), which are a class of self-
decomposable distributions, to establish that both the Pareto distribution
and the log-normal distribution are SD [46, 47]. His method was applied
in [26] to show that the generalised inverse Gaussian distribution isGGC, and
thus SD (see the survey article [27] and the monographs [12, 42]). Multivari-
ate extensions of Thorin’s results have been investigated in [3, 13, 14, 15, 36].

The GGCn class is the class of gamma distributions on rays of [0,∞)n

while being closed under convolution and distribution. They are infinitely
divisible and the associated Lévy processes are called Thorin subordinators.
The question of whether the self-decomposability of the Thorin subordinator
is inherited when subordinating Brownian motion is important and has been
the subject of considerable research.

Grigelionis [23] used univariate subordination of multivariate Brownian
motion and univariate Thorin subordinators to construct the class of vari-
ance univariate generalised gamma convolutions (V GGn,1), containing many
prominent Lévy processes used in mathematical finance [10, 19, 32]. He
showed that the corresponding V GGn,1 distributions are SD if n = 1, or
n≥2 and the Brownian motion is driftless. However, if the Brownian motion
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is not driftless in the n ≥ 2 case, then the distribution is not SD under some
moment conditions on the Thorin measure.

In [14], the V GGn,1 class was extended to the V GGn,n class of variance
multivariate gamma convolutions using independent-component Brownian
motion subordinated with multivariate Thorin subordinators. The V GGn,n

class contains a number of recently introduced parametric classes of Lévy
processes [14, 25, 29, 41]. Barndorff-Nielsen, Pedersen and Sato [4] obtained
sufficient conditions for the self-decomposability of processes formed by mul-
tivariate subordination. Applied to V GGn,n processes, this reduces to the
Brownian motion subordinate being strictly stable, which is equivalent to
driftlessness.

In [15], we introduced the overarching class of weak variance generalised
gamma convolutions WVGGn, using the notion of weak subordination, with-
out the restriction that the Brownian motion has independent components.
Weak subordination reduces to strong subordination if the subordinate has
independent components or the subordinator has indistinguishable compo-
nents, so WVGGn ⊇ V GGn,1 ∪ V GGn,n. Subclasses of WVGGn processes,
such as weak variance alpha-gamma processes, have been used in instanta-
neous portfolio theory [31], to model multivariate stock returns [16, 34, 35],
and the data analysis in [16] supports the hypothesis that log returns are
self-decomposable.

In the present paper, we are concerned with the self-decomposability of
WVGGn processes. We provide sufficient conditions and necessary condi-
tions for this. In particular, we show that if the Brownian motion subordi-
nate is driftless, then the WVGGn process is SD, while the converse holds
under moment conditions on the Thorin measure, which extend and refine
the results of Grigelions [23]. In addition, we construct an example of a self-
decomposable WVGGn process where the Brownian motion subordinate has
nonzero drift, which illustrates the sharpness of our non-self-decomposability
result. We obtain a complete characterisation of the self-decomposability
of the weak variance alpha-gamma process provided the covariance of the
Brownian motion is invertible.

Relatedly, there are two prominent generalisations of self-decomposability
which were introduced by Urbanik. These are operator self-decomposability
[44] and the L classes of nested operator self-decomposable distributions [45],
which were further studied in [38, 40]. Operator self-decomposability allows
for the previously mentioned correspondence with Lévy-driven Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck processes to be generalised to matrix-valued coefficients. Suffi-
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cient conditions for inclusion in these classes were studied in the context of
multivariate subordination in [4].

The remaining parts of the paper are organised as follows. In Section 2,
we introduce our notation, revise important properties of generalised vari-
ance gamma convolutions and gives some preliminary results. Section 3
contains our main results. Specifically, the sufficient conditions are given
in Theorem 3.1, while necessary conditions are given in Theorem 3.2, and
some equivalent conditions to one of the key moment conditions for non-
self-decomposability are given in Proposition 3.1. In Section 4, we apply
our self-decomposability conditions to various examples, including the weak
variance alpha-gamma process, and in Proposition 4.1, we construct an SD
process where the Brownian motion subordinate has nonzero drift. We con-
clude in Remark 4.1. Section 5 contains technical proofs.

2 Notation and Preliminary Results

Notation. If x, y ∈ [−∞,∞] are extended real numbers, the minimum and
maximum is denoted by x∧y = min{x, y} and x∨y = max{x, y}, so that
x=x+−x− decomposes x into its positive and negative parts x+ :=x∨0 and
x− :=(−x)+, respectively.

Denote the principal branch of the complex logarithm by ln:C\(−∞, 0]→
C so that, for ρ ∈ R, w ∈ C, <w > 0, wρ = eρ lnw while the Sommerfeld
integral representation of the modified Bessel function Kρ of second kind
holds for ρ≥ 0 and w ∈ domK := {z ∈C :<z > 0, <z2 > 0}, giving (see [21,
Equation (3.471)–9] and [49])

Kρ(w) := wρKρ(w) = 2ρ−1

∫ ∞
0

tρ−1 exp{−t−(w2/4t)} dt . (2.1)

Let Rn be n-dimensional Euclidean space, whose elements are row vectors x=
(x1, . . . , xn), with canonical basis {ek :1≤k≤n}, and set e :=(1, . . . , 1)∈Rn.
Let x′,Σ′ denote the transpose of a vector x ∈ Rn and a matrix Σ ∈ Rn×n,
respectively. Let 〈x,y〉= xy′ denote the Euclidean product with Euclidean
norm ‖x‖2 = 〈x,x〉 = xx′, and set 〈x,y〉Σ := xΣy′ and ‖x‖2

Σ := 〈x,x〉Σ for
x,y∈Rn and Σ∈Rn×n with determinant |Σ|.

Let D := {x ∈ Rn : ‖x‖ ≤ 1} and S := {x ∈ Rn : ‖x‖ = 1} be the
Euclidean unit ball and sphere centred at the origin, respectively. If A⊆Rn,
set A∗ := A\{0}, A∗∗ := A∩(R∗)n, A+ := A∩ [0,∞)n, A++ := A∩(0,∞)n and
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A≤ := {x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈A : x1 ≤ . . . ≤ xn}, and, for y ∈Rn, let 1A(y) =
δy(A) denote the indicator function and the Dirac measure, respectively.

If x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn, set
∏

x :=
∏n

k=1 xk ∈ R while ∧x := (xk ∧
xl)1≤k,l≤n ∈ Rn×n is the matrix of component-wise minima. Let ∗ denote the
Hadamard product of matrices. If µ=(µ1, . . . µn)∈Rn and Σ=(Σkl)∈Rn×n,
introduce x�µ ∈ Rn and x�Σ∈Rn×n as x�µ :=x∗µ :=(x1µ1, . . . , xnµn) ∈ Rn

and x �Σ:=(∧x) ∗Σ. Let the symmetric matrix Σs :=(Σ+Σ′)/2 denote the
symmetrisation of Σ∈Rn×n.

Matrix analysis. Oppenheim’s and Hadamard’s inequalities (see [2, Theo-
rems 3.7.5 and 3.6.3]) state that |Σ|

∏n
k=1 Θkk≤|Σ ∗ Θ|≤

∏n
k=1(ΣkkΘkk) for

covariance matrices Σ = (Σkl),Θ = (Θkl)∈Rn×n. If Σ is a covariance matrix
and t ∈ [0,∞)n, Oppenheim’s inequality ensures that t � Σ is a covariance
matrix. If Σ is an invertible covariance matrix and t∈(0,∞)n, Oppenheim’s
and Hadamard’s inequalities ensure that t � Σ is an invertible covariance
matrix and, in addition,

0 < |Σ| ≤ inf
u∈(0,∞)n

|u � Σ|∏
u
≤ sup

u∈(0,∞)n

|u � Σ|∏
u
≤

n∏
k=1

Σkk < ∞ . (2.2)

Thus, for x,µ ∈ Rn, y ∈ Rn
∗ , u ∈ (0,∞)n, we can introduce well-defined

quantities

A(x,u) := Aµ,Σ(x,u) :=
{

(2‖u‖2+‖u � µ‖2
(u�Σ)−1)‖x‖2

(u�Σ)−1

}1/2
,

D(x,u) := DΣ(x,u) := ‖x‖n(u�Σ)−1|u � Σ|1/2 ,
E(x,u) := Eµ,Σ(x,u) := 〈x,u � µ〉(u�Σ)−1 . (2.3)

Here A(x,u),D(y,u) ∈ (0,∞) and E(x,u) ∈ R indicate “exponent”, “argu-
ment” and “denominator” in (2.10) below, respectively.

Next, we introduce the subset of Rn where uniform strict positivity (USP)
of E holds by

V+ := V+
µ,Σ :=

{
v ∈ Rn : inf

u∈(0,∞)n
Eµ,Σ(v,u)>0

}
. (2.4)

We summarise properties of relating to E, A and D in Theorem 2.1 (see
Subsections 5.1 and 5.2 for a proof).

Theorem 2.1. Assume µ,x∈Rn, y∈Rn
∗ , z∈Rn

∗∗ and an invertible covari-
ance matrix Σ∈Rn×n. Then:
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(i) infu∈S++ ‖y‖(u�Σ)−1 > 0;

(ii) infu∈(0,∞)n D(z,u) > 0;

(iii) supu∈S++
‖u � µ‖(u�Σ)−1 <∞;

(iv) supu∈(0,∞)n |E(x,u)| <∞;

(v) V+ is an open convex cone of Rn;

(vi) µ∈V+ when µ 6=0.

Remark 2.1. Theorem 2.1(i)–(iv) raises the question of whether the asser-
tions supu∈S++

‖x‖(u�Σ)−1 <∞, infu∈(0,∞)n D(y,u)> 0, supu∈(0,∞)n D(z,u)<
∞, infu∈S++ ‖u � µ‖(u�Σ)−1 > 0 and infu∈(0,∞)n |E(x,u)| > 0 hold for n ≥ 2,
µ,x ∈ Rn, y ∈ Rn

∗ , z ∈ Rn
∗∗ and invertible covariance matrices Σ ∈ Rn×n.

These are all false in general. We obtain a counterexample for each of these
assertions by letting Σ be the identity matrix, and taking x ∈ Rn

∗ , y = e1,
z ∈ Rn

∗∗, µ ∈ (Rn
∗∗)

C , and x ∈ Rn such that 〈x,µ〉 = 0, respectively. This
illustrates a delicate balance in these quantities. We return to these facts in
Remark 3.3 below, while the importance of USP and the difficulty in proving
it is discussed in Remark 3.2 below. 2

Lévy processes. We refer the reader to the monographs [1, 8, 39] for neces-
sary material on Lévy processes while our notation is adopted from [14, 15].

The law of a Lévy process

X = (X1, . . . , Xn) = (X(t))t≥0 = (X1(t), . . . , Xn(t))t≥0

is determined by its characteristic function E exp{i 〈θ,X(t)〉}=exp{tΨX(θ)},
t≥0, θ∈Rn, with associated Lévy exponent ΨX =Ψ, where

Ψ(θ) = i 〈µ,θ〉− 1

2
‖θ‖2

Σ +

∫
Rn
∗

(
ei〈θ,x〉−1−i 〈θ,x〉1D(x)

)
X (dx) . (2.5)

Here µ = (µ, . . . , µn) ∈ Rn, Σ = (Σkl) ∈ Rn×n is a covariance matrix and X
is a Lévy measure, that is a nonnegative Borel measure on Rn

∗ such that∫
Rn
∗
(1 ∧ ‖x‖2)X (dx) < ∞. We write X ∼ Ln(µ,Σ,X ) to denote that X

is an n-dimensional Lévy process with canonical triplet (µ,Σ,X ). For n-

dimensional Lévy processes X and Y, X
D
= Y indicates that X and Y are

identical in law, that is ΨX =ΨY.

Self-decomposability. An n-dimensional Lévy process X is called self-
decomposable (SDn) if the random vector X(1) is self-decomposable by (1.1).
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Gamma and Thorin subordinators below are self-decomposable (see [3, Equa-
tion (2.14)] and [36]).

The self-decomposability of X is equivalent to its Lévy measure having
polar decomposition, for all Borel sets A⊆Rn

∗ ,

X (A) =

∫
S

∫
(0,∞)

1A(rs)k(s, r)
dr

r
S(ds) , (2.6)

where S is a finite Borel measure on the Euclidean sphere S, r 7→ k(s, r) is
nonincreasing and nonnegative for all s∈S, and s 7→k(s, r) is Borel measur-
able for all r>0.

Finite variation processes and subordinators. Sample paths of a Lévy
process X are of locally finite (or bounded) variation if and only if Σ = 0
and

∫
D∗ ‖x‖X (dx)<∞. In this case, d :=µ−

∫
D∗ xX (dx)∈Rn denotes the

drift of X. Particularly, T = (T1, . . . , Tn)∼ Sn(d, T ) refers to an n-dimen-
sional subordinator, that is a Lévy process with nondecreasing components,
drift d∈ [0,∞)n and Lévy measure T (([0,∞)n∗ )

C)=0.

Gamma subordinator. Let a, b > 0. A subordinator G ∼ ΓS(a, b) is a
gamma subordinator with shape a and rate b if and only if its marginal
G(t) ∼ Γ(at, b), t ≥ 0, is gamma distributed with shape at and rate b. We
have G ∼ S1(0,Ga,b) with Lévy measure Ga,b(dg) := 1(0,∞)(g)ae−bgdg/g and
Laplace exponent − lnE[exp{−λG(t)}]=at ln{(b+λ)/b}, λ > −b. If a=b, we
refer to G as a standard gamma subordinator, in short, G∼ΓS(b) :=ΓS(b, b).
A gamma subordinator G is a standard gamma subordinator if and only if
E[G(1)]=1.

Thorin subordinator. Our exposition follows [14]. A nonnegative Borel
measure U on [0,∞)n∗ is called an n-dimensional Thorin measure provided∫

[0,∞)n∗

(
1+ln− ‖u‖

)
∧
(
1
/
‖u‖

)
U(du) < ∞ . (2.7)

If d∈ [0,∞)n and U is a Thorin measure, we call an n-dimensional subordi-
nator T a Thorin subordinator, in short T∼GGCn

S(d,U), whenever, for all
t≥0, λ∈ [0,∞)n, it has Laplace exponent

− lnE exp{− 〈λ,T(t)〉} = t 〈d,λ〉+t
∫

[0,∞)n∗

ln
{

(‖u‖2+〈λ,u〉)
/
‖u‖2

}
U(du) .

The distribution of a Thorin subordinator is uniquely determined by d and U .
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A driftless Thorin subordinator T ∼GGC1
S(0,U) is a gamma subordina-

tor T ∼ ΓS(a, b) if and only if U = aδb. Alternatively, we may characterise
the multivariate class of Thorin subordinators as the class of subordinators
Gα closed under convolutions and convergence in distribution, where G is a
gamma subordinator and α∈ [0,∞)n [36].

Brownian motion. Throughout, we let B = (B1, . . . , Bn)∼BMn(µ,Σ) :=
Ln(µ,Σ, 0) denote n-dimensional Brownian motion B with linear drift E[B(t)]
= tµ and covariance matrix Cov(B(t))= tΣ, t≥0.

Strongly subordinated Brownian motion. Let T=(T1, . . . , Tn) be an n-
dimensional subordinator, and B=(B1, . . . , Bn) be an n-dimensional Brown-
ian motion. The strong subordination of B by T is the n-dimensional process
B◦T defined by

(B ◦T)(t) := (B1(T1(t)), . . . , Bn(Tn(t))) , t ≥ 0 . (2.8)

For independent B and T, B◦T is a Lévy process if T ≡ T1e has indis-
tinguishable components [6, 37, 39, 48] or B has independent components
B1, , . . . , Bn [4], otherwise it may not be (see [15, Proposition 3.9]).

Weakly subordinated Brownian motion. If B∼BMn(µ,Σ) is Brown-
ian motion and T∼Sn(d, T ) is a subordinator, we refer to an n-dimensional

Lévy process X
D
=B�T as B weakly subordinated by T provided

X ∼ Ln
(
d � µ+

∫
D∗

xX (dx), d � Σ,X
)
,

where X (dx)=
∫

[0,∞)n∗
P(B(t)∈dx)T (dt) is a Lévy measure (see [15, Propo-

sition 3.2]). Alternatively, X
D
=B�T if and only if its characteristic exponent

is (see [15, Proposition 3.1]), θ∈Rn,

ΨX(θ) = i 〈θ,d � µ〉−1

2
‖θ‖2

d�Σ+

∫
[0,∞)n∗

(
exp

{
i 〈θ, t � µ〉−1

2
‖θ‖2

t�Σ
}
−1
)
T (dt).

If B and T are independent, B�T
D
=B◦T provided T has indistinguishable

components or B has independent components (see [15, Proposition 3.3]). In
contrast to strong subordination, using weak subordination, we stay within
the framework of Lévy processes while allowing B to have general covariance
matrices Σ. For detailed accounts we refer to [15, 30].

Variance gamma. For a Brownian motion B ∼ BMn(µ,Σ) independent
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of a gamma subordinator G ∼ ΓS(b), we call X ∼ V Gn(b,µ,Σ) a variance

gamma process [32] provided X
D
=B◦(Ge).

Strong variance univariate GGC. Let d≥0, µ∈Rn, Σ∈Rn×n be an ar-
bitrary covariance matrix and U be a univariate Thorin measure. We call a
Lévy process X∼V GGn,1(d,µ,Σ,U) an n-dimensional strong variance uni-

variate generalised gamma convolution process [14, 23] provided X
D
=B◦(Te),

where B∼BMn(µ,Σ) and T ∼GGC1
S(d,U) are independent.

Strong variance multivariateGGC. Let d∈ [0,∞)n, µ∈Rn, Σ∈Rn×n be
a diagonal covariance matrix and U be an n-dimensional Thorin measure. We
call a Lévy process X∼V GGn,n(d,µ,Σ,U) an n-dimensional strong variance

multivariate generalised gamma convolution process [14] provided X
D
=B◦T,

where B∼BMn(µ,Σ) and T∼GGCn
S(d,U) are independent.

Weak variance generalised gamma convolutions. Let d∈ [0,∞)n, µ∈
Rn, Σ∈Rn×n be an arbitrary covariance matrix and U be an n-dimensional
Thorin measure. A Lévy process X ∼WVGGn(d,µ,Σ,U) is called an n-
dimensional weak variance generalised gamma convolution process [15] pro-

vided X
D
=B�T, where B∼BMn(µ,Σ) and T∼GGCn

S(d,U).
The notation V GGn = WVGGn has also been used [15, 30]. If X ∼

WVGGn(d,µ,Σ,U), the associated characteristic exponent is (see [15, The-
orem 4.1]), θ ∈ Rn,

ΨX(θ) = i 〈d � µ,θ〉 − 1

2
‖θ‖2

d�Σ (2.9)

−
∫

[0,∞)n∗

ln
{

(‖u‖2 − i 〈u � µ,θ〉+
1

2
‖θ‖2

u�Σ)
/
‖u‖2

}
U(du) .

Note X∼WVGGn(d,µ,Σ,U) is a V GGn,1 process if and only if d=de and
U =

∫∞
0+
δve/‖e‖2 U0(dv) for some d≥ 0 and a univariate Thorin measure U0

(see [15, Remark 4.2]). If n = 1, our notation collapses into one inclusion
V G1 ⊆ V GG1,1 = WVGG1. If n ≥ 2, the V GGn,1 class and V GGn,n class
appear complementary [14]; if n≥1, we have the chain of inclusions V Gn⊆
V GGn,1∪V GGn,n⊆WVGGn [15].

Recall (2.3). If y ∈ Rn
∗ , setting cn := 2/(2π)n/2, introduce the function

w 7→Hy(w), w∈domK, by

Hy(w) := cn

∫
(0,∞)n

exp{wE(y,u)}Kn/2{wA(y,u)} U(du)

D(y,u)
. (2.10)
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In (2.13) below, Hs(r)/r, r>0, s∈S∗∗, occurs as the density of the WVGGn

Lévy measure when restricted to Rn
∗∗ in Euclidean polar coordinates, and as

such, it is the multivariate analogue of the k̃ function in [23] (also see (2.6)).
Next, we summarise some of its properties in Theorem 2.2 (see Subsec-

tion 5.3 for a proof).

Theorem 2.2. Let X∼WVGGn(d,µ,Σ,U) with Lévy measure X , n≥ 2,
|Σ| 6= 0 and z ∈ Rn

∗∗. Then we have:

(i) w 7→ Hz(w) is holomorphic on domK while Hz((0,∞)) ⊆ [0,∞), and its
complex derivative is computed under the integral as

∂wHz(w) = cn

∫
(0,∞)n

E(z,u) exp{wE(z,u)}Kn/2{wA(z,u)} U(du)

D(z,u)
(2.11)

−cnw
∫

(0,∞)n
A2(z,u) exp{wE(z,u)}K(n−2)/2{wA(z,u)} U(du)

D(z,u)
.

(ii) If
∫

(0,∞)n
A(z,u)U(du)/D(z,u)<∞, then

∫
(0,∞)n

|E(z,u)|U(du)/D(z,u)<

∞ and

∂rHz(0+) = cn 2(n−2)/2Γ(n/2)

∫
(0,∞)n

E(z,u)
U(du)

D(z,u)
. (2.12)

(iii) If A ⊆ Rn
∗∗ is a Borel set, we have

X (A) =

∫
S∗∗

∫ ∞
0+

1A(rs)Hs(r)
dr

r
ds , (2.13)

where ds is the Lebesgue surface measure on S.

Generalised variance gamma convolutions. The class of generalised
variance gamma convolutions (GV GCn) is the class of V Gn(b,µ,Σ) pro-
cesses closed under convolution and convergence in distribution. Similarly,
the class of V Gn(b,0,Σ) processes closed under convolution and convergence
in distribution is denoted GV GCn

0 . A process X ∼ BMn+GV GCn
0 if and

only if X
D
=B+Y, where B∼BMn(µ,Σ) and Y∼GV GCn

0 are independent.

Driftless subordination classes. For the process classes defined, we use
the subscripts 0 and ∗ to denote the restriction to the cases where µ = 0
and µ 6= 0, respectively.
Self-decomposability, revisited. The self-decomposability of the V GGn,1

class was investigated in [23, Proposition 3], and this result is stated here as
Proposition 2.1. If n=1, the result was shown in [26, Section 3].
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Proposition 2.1. Assume X∼V GGn,1(d,µ,Σ,U).
(i) If n=1, or n≥2 and µ=0, then X ∼ SDn.
(ii) If n= 2, |Σ| 6= 0, µ 6= 0 and 0 <

∫
(0,∞)

u2 U(du) < ∞, or n≥ 3, |Σ| 6= 0,

µ 6=0 and 0 <
∫

(0,∞)
uU(du) <∞, then X 6∼ SDn.

In context of the V GGn,n class, we can deduce the following sufficient
condition for self-decomposability from [4, Theorem 6.1].

Proposition 2.2. Assume X∼V GGn,n
0 , then X∼SDn.

3 Main Results

Sufficient conditions. As a generalisation of Propositions 2.1(i) and 2.2,
we give a sufficient condition to ensure that a WVGGn process is self-
decomposable (see Subsection 5.4 for a proof).

Theorem 3.1. Always, V G1 ⊆ V GG1,1 = WVGG1 ⊆ SD1. Otherwise, if
n≥2, then the implications (i)⇐(ii)⇐(iii) hold, where:

(i) X∼SDn;

(ii) X∼BMn+GV GCn
0 ;

(iii) X∼WVGGn
0.

Necessary conditions. As a generalisation of Proposition 2.1(ii), we give a
sufficient condition to ensure that aWVGGn process is not self-decomposable
(see Subsection 5.5 for a proof). Recall (2.10).

Theorem 3.2. If X∼WVGGn(d,µ,Σ,U), n≥2 and |Σ| 6= 0, then the im-
plications (i)⇐(ii)⇐(iii)⇐(iv)⇐(v)⇐(vi)⇐(vii) hold, where:

(i) X 6∼SDn;

(ii) there exist a Borel set B ⊆ S∗∗ of strictly positive (n−1)-dimensional
Lebesgue surface measure such that, for all s ∈ B, r 7→ Hs(r) is strictly in-
creasing at some point r0∈(0,∞);

(iii) there exist a Borel set B ⊆ S∗∗ of strictly positive (n−1)-dimensional
Lebesgue surface measure such that, for all s∈B, the right-hand limit ∂rHs(0+)
exists and is strictly positive;

(iv) there exist a Borel set B ⊆ S∗∗ of strictly positive (n−1)-dimensional
Lebesgue surface measure such that, for all s∈B,∫

(0,∞)n
A(s,u)

U(du)

D(s,u)
< ∞ (3.1)
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and ∫
(0,∞)n

E(s,u)
U(du)

D(s,u)
> 0 ; (3.2)

(v) µ 6=0 and

0 <

∫
(0,∞)n

(1+‖u‖1/2)

(
‖u‖n∏

u

)1/2

U(du) < ∞ ; (3.3)

(vi) µ 6= 0 and U((0,∞)n ∩ ·) =
∑m

k=1

∫
(0,∞)

δvuk
(·)Uk(dv) for some uk ∈

(0,∞)n and univariate Thorin measures Uk, where

0 <

∫
(0,∞)

v1/2 Uk(dv) < ∞ , 1 ≤ k ≤ m, m ≥ 1 . (3.4)

(vii) µ 6=0 and U((0,∞)n) > 0 for a finitely supported Thorin measure U .

Remark 3.1. While (3.1) and (3.2) show delicate dependencies on s, µ and
Σ, we can replace these with the more robust condition (3.3). Clearly, (3.2)
vanishes for µ = 0, which is consistent with Theorem 3.1. The assump-
tion (3.1) ensures the existence of the finite right-hand limit of the derivative
at the origin. If d = 0, then (3.3) entails that X has paths of finite varia-
tion (see [14, Proposition 2.6(a)] and [15, Proposition 4.1]). 2

Remark 3.2. From Theorem 3.2(iv), we see that USP (see Theorem 2.1(v)–
(vi)) is important because in ensures that (3.2) holds.

Assume n ≥ 1, µ ∈ Rn
∗ . We can easily verify USP in a limited number

of cases. For Grigelionis’ V GGn,1 class [23], note Eµ,Σ(µ, ue) = ‖µ‖2
Σ−1 > 0

for u > 0, and for the V GGn,n class [14], note Eµ,Σ(µ,u) = ‖µ‖2
Σ−1 > 0 for

u∈(0,∞)n as Σ is diagonal.
But if Σ is not a diagonal matrix, we have Eµ,Σ(µ, uα)=〈µ,α � µ〉(α�Σ)−1

for u > 0, α ∈ (0,∞)n, but the strict positivity of 〈µ,α � µ〉(α�Σ)−1 is not
obvious (this case include the WVAGn process introduced below). This
illustrates that how elusive USP is for overarching WVGGn class. 2

For V GGn,1 and V GGn,n processes, we obtain the following corollaries as
implications of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. The result for V GGn,1 processes is a
refinement of Proposition 2.1.

Corollary 3.1. Assume X∼V GGn,1(d,µ,Σ,U).
(i) If n=1, or n≥2 and µ=0, then X∼SDn.
(ii) If n≥2, |Σ| 6=0, µ 6=0 and 0 <

∫
(0,∞)

u1/2 U(du)<∞, then X 6∼SDn.
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Corollary 3.2. Assume X∼V GGn,n(d,µ,Σ,U) for a diagonal matrix Σ.
(i) If n=1 or n≥2 and µ=0, then X∼SDn.
(ii) If n≥2, |Σ| 6=0, µ 6=0 and (3.3) holds, then X 6∼SDn.

The following proposition gives equivalent conditions for (3.1) (see Sub-
section 5.6 for a proof).

Proposition 3.1. Let n≥2, Σ∈Rn×n, |Σ| 6=0 and s∈S∗∗.
(i) If U((aD∗)++)=0 for some a>0, then (3.1) is equivalent to∫

((aD)C)++

‖u‖
‖s‖n−1

(u�Σ)−1(
∏

u)1/2
U(du) < ∞ . (3.5)

(ii) If U((S++)C)=0, then (3.1) is equivalent to∫
S++

‖s‖1−n
(u�Σ)−1

(∏
u
)−1/2 U(du) < ∞ . (3.6)

(iii) If U((0,∞)n ∩ ·)=
∑m

k=1

∫
(0,∞)

δvuk
(·)Uk(dv) for some uk∈ (0,∞)n and

univariate Thorin measures Uk, then (3.1) is equivalent to∫
(1,∞)

v1/2 Uk(dv) < ∞ , 1 ≤ k ≤ m, m ≥ 1 . (3.7)

Remark 3.3. Fix any s ∈ S∗∗. Note (3.3) and (3.4) are sufficient for (3.1)
to hold, and Theorem 2.1(ii) shows that

∫
(0,∞)n

A(s,u)U(du) <∞ is also

sufficient. Proposition 3.1 give equivalent conditions to (3.1) under various
assumptions on the Thorin measure, while Remark 5.2 below explains why
cannot find an equivalent condition for a general Thorin measure. Remark 2.1
tells us that

∫
(0,∞)n

A(s,u)U(du)<∞ may not be an equivalent condition as

supu∈(0,∞)n D(s,u)=∞ can occur, and that we cannot necessarily remove the

terms ‖s‖n−1
(u�Σ)−1 or (

∏
u)1/2 from (3.5)–(3.6) while remaining an equivalent

condition as their infimums over u∈(0,∞)n are 0.

4 Examples

To give examples, we apply our sufficient and necessary conditions to various
classes of WVGGn processes, which we review below. In our examples, the
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Thorin measure is often supported on a finite number of points (see [14,
Subsection 2.5]), or more generally, on a finite union of rays [29]. The latter
case includes multivariate Thorin subordinators that model common and
idiosyncratic time changes such as the alpha-gamma subordinators, which
are often of interest in financial applications [29].

Alpha-gamma subordinator. Assume n≥2. Let a>0, α=(α1, . . . , αn)∈
(0,∞)n such that aαk<1 for k = 1, . . . , n. Introduce βk :=(1−aαk)/αk, and
let G0, . . . , Gn be independent gamma subordinators such that G0∼ΓS(a, 1),
Gk∼ΓS(βk, 1/αk), 1≤k≤n.

An n-dimensional subordinator T∼AGn
S(a,α) is an alpha-gamma sub-

ordinator [41] provided T = (T1, . . . , Tn)
D
= G0α+ (G1, . . . , Gn). A drift-

less Thorin subordinator T∼GGCn
S(0,U) is an alpha-gamma subordinator

T ∼ AGn
S(a,α) if and only if U = aδα/‖α‖2 +

∑n
k=1 βk δek/αk

(see [15, Re-
mark 4.1]).

Matrix gamma subordinator. Assume U is a finitely supported Thorin
measure, that is U =

∑m
k=1 uk δαk

, where uk > 0, αk ∈ [0,∞)n∗ , 1 ≤ k ≤m,
m ≥ 1. An n-dimensional subordinator T ∼ MGn

S(U) is a matrix gamma
subordinator provided T∼GGCn

S(0,U) (see [14, Section 2.5]).

Strong variance alpha-gamma process. Assume n≥2, B∼BMn(µ,Σ)
and T∼AGn

S(a,α) are independent, where Σ∈ [0,∞)n×n a diagonal matrix.
An n-dimensional process X∼V AGn(a,α,µ,Σ) is a strong variance alpha-

gamma process [41] provided X
D
=B◦T.

Weak variance alpha-gamma process. Assume n≥ 2, B∼BMn(µ,Σ)
and T∼AGn

S(a,α), where Σ∈Rn×n is an arbitrary covariance matrix. An
n-dimensional process X ∼ WVAGn(a,α,µ,Σ) is a weak variance alpha-

gamma process [15, 16, 35] provided X
D
=B�T.

Strong variance matrix gamma process. Assume B∼BMn(µ,Σ) and
T∼MGn

S(U) are independent, where Σ∈ [0,∞)n×n a diagonal matrix. An n-
dimensional process X∼VMGn(µ,Σ,U) is a strong variance matrix gamma

process provided X
D
=B◦T.

Weak variance matrix gamma process. Assume B ∼ BMn(µ,Σ) and
T ∼ MGn

S(U), where Σ ∈ Rn×n is an arbitrary covariance matrix. An n-
dimensional process X∼WVMGn(µ,Σ,U) is a weak variance matrix gamma

process provided X
D
=B�T.

Relation between subordination classes. The relationship between these
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classes of strongly and weakly subordinated processes is summarised in Fig-
ure 1. Assume n≥2. Theorem 3.1 and Figure 1 give the chain of inclusions for
self-decomposable processes depicted in Figure 2. Further assuming |Σ| 6= 0
and U((0,∞)n)> 0, Theorem 3.2 and Figure 1 give the chain of inclusions
for non-self-decomposable processes depicted in Figure 3.

Finally, using Theorem 3.1(iii) and Theorem 3.2(viii), we state the self-
decomposability condition for WVAGn and WVMGn processes.

Corollary 4.1. Assume X∼WVAGn(a,α,µ,Σ).
(i) If µ=0, then X∼SDn.
(ii) If |Σ| 6=0 and µ 6=0, then X 6∼SDn.

Corollary 4.2. Assume X∼WVMGn(µ,Σ,U).
(i) If µ=0, then X∼SDn.
(ii) If |Σ| 6=0, µ 6=0 and U((0,∞)n)>0, then X 6∼SDn.

V Gn
0

//

��

%%

WVGGn
0

��

// BMn +GV GCn
0

V GGn,1 //WVGGn

V GGn,n

OO

V AGn //

��

VMGn

OO

��
V Gn

FF

55WVAGn //WVMGn

aa

Figure 1: The relationship between classes of strongly and weakly subordi-
nated processes with arrows pointing in the direction of generalisation for
n ≥ 1 (note V AGn and WVAGn are not defined for n = 1).
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V GGn,1
0

//WVGGn
0

// BMn +GV GCn
0

// SDn

V GGn,n
0

OO

V AGn
0

//

��

VMGn
0

OO

��
V Gn

0

GG

44
WVAGn

0
//WVMGn

0

__

Figure 2: The self-decomposability of classes of strongly and weakly sub-
ordinated processes with arrows pointing in the direction of generalisation,
assuming n ≥ 2.

V GGn,1
∗

//

(vi)

))
WVGGn

∗
(v) // (SDn)C

V GGn,n
∗

OO

V AGn
∗

//

��

VMGn
∗

OO

��
V Gn

∗

GG

44
WVAGn

∗
//WVMGn

∗

__ DD

Figure 3: The non-self-decomposability of classes of strongly and weakly sub-
ordinated processes with arrows pointing in the direction of generalisation,
assuming n≥2, |Σ| 6= 0 and U((0,∞)n) > 0. Dotted arrows point in the di-
rection of generalisation under additional assumptions corresponding to the
parts of Theorem 3.2.

Self-decomposable WVGG∗ process. While Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 seem
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to suggest that self-decomposability for WVGGn processes is equivalent to
µ= 0, here we construct an example where this is not the case. For n≥ 2,
let a, b, c∈ (0,∞), g ∈ [0,∞), α∈ (0,∞)n, and Uk, 1≤ k≤ n, be univariate
Thorin measures. Introduce the Thorin measure

U =

∫ ∞
g

δuα/‖α‖2
du

(au+ b)c
+

n∑
k=1

∫
(0,∞)

δuek Uk(du) . (4.1)

Similar to an AGn subordinator, the subordinator T∼GGCn(d,U) associ-
ated to U has common and idiosyncratic time changes as it can be expressed

as T
D
= dI+R0α+

∑n
k=1Rkek, where R0∼GGC1

S(0,1(g,∞)(u)du/(au + b)c),
Rk∼GGC1

S(0,Uk), 1≤k≤n.
Next, we provide an example of a WVGGn process with its Brownian

motion subordinate having nonzero drift which is also self-decomposable,
illustrating the sharpness of (3.1) (see Subsection 5.7 for a proof).

Proposition 4.1. Let n≥ 2, c∈ [1/2, 1], d∈ [0,∞)n, α∈ (0,∞)n, µ∈Rn
∗ ,

Σ∈Rn×n be an invertible covariance matrix and Uk, 1≤k≤n, be univariate
Thorin measures. Then there exist constants a, b∈ (0,∞) and g ∈ [0,∞) so
that, with U defined in (4.1), X∼WVGGn(d,µ,Σ,U) is self-decomposable.

Thorin measures on the unit circle. Let X∼WVGG2(d,µ,Σ,U) with

µ 6= 0, |Σ| 6= 0. If U1 =
∫ 1

0
δ(cos(θ),sin(θ)) dθ, then (3.3) is satisfied. However, if

U2 =
∫ 1

0
δ(cos(θ2),sin(θ2)) dθ, (3.3) no longer holds as

∫ 1

0
(cos(θ2) sin(θ2))−1/2 dθ is

not finite. Both U1 and U2 are well-defined Thorin measure. Thus, X 6∼SD2

if U=U1, but no conclusion can be drawn on the basis of Theorem 3.2(v) if
U=U2.

However, in the latter case, we show that (3.1) holds. Let s=(s1, s2)∈S∗∗
and Σ = [Σ11,Σ12; Σ12,Σ22]. For θ ∈ (0, 1], we have u = (cos(θ2), sin(θ2)) ∈
(0,∞)2 and |Σ| 6=0, which implies

θ 7→ fs(θ) := ‖s‖−1
(u�Σ)−1

(∏
u
)−1/2

is continuous. When θ is small, we have

fs(θ) =

(
a1 cos(θ2) + a2 sin(θ2)

b1 cos2(θ2) + b2 cos(θ2) sin(θ2)

)1/2

for some constants a1, a2, b1, b2 ∈ R. By noting b1 = Σ11s
2
2 6= 0 as s ∈ S∗∗,

|Σ| 6= 0, it follows that limθ↘0 fs(θ) is finite, so the integral in (3.6), which
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becomes
∫ 1

0
fs(θ) dθ, is finite. Thus, Proposition 3.1 implies that (3.1) holds

for all s∈S∗∗. Lastly, (3.2) obviously holds on a subset of S∗∗ having strictly
positive Lebesgue surface measure by Theorem 2.1(v)–(vi) (see the proof
of Theorem 3.2(iv) for a similar argument). Thus, by Theorem 3.2(iv), if
U=U2, then we also have X 6∼SD2.

WVGG processes from beta distributions of the second kind. A

random variable V (a, b)
D
=G1/G2, where G1∼Γ(a, 1), G2∼Γ(b, 1) are inde-

pendent, a, b>0, is said be beta distributed of the second kind. Let Ua,b denote
its probability measure. Here, Ua,b(du) = Ca,bu

a−1(1+u)−a−bdu, where Ca,b
is a normalising constant (see [12, Equation (2.2.5)]), is a Thorin measure
satisfying (2.7) for all a, b>0.

Assume n ≥ 2. Let B ∼ BMn(µ,Σ) and T =
∑m

k=1 Tkαk, where αk ∈
[0,∞)n∗ , 1≤k≤m, m≥ 1, and Tk∼GGC1

S(0,Uak,bk), ak, bk> 0, are indepen-

dent for 1≤k≤m. Let X
D
= B�T.

By Theorem 3.1, X ∼ SDn when µ = 0. With the additional assump-
tion bk > 1/2, 1≤ k ≤m, we have

∫∞
0
u1/2 Uak,bk(du)<∞ since the integral

is bounded near 0 by (2.7) and bounded near infinity because, as u→∞,
u1/2uak−1(1+u)−ak−bk∼u−bk−1/2. Thus, by Theorem 3.2(vi), X 6∼SDn when
µ 6=0 and |Σ| 6=0. Note that this is an improvement to using the correspond-
ing condition in Proposition 2.1 as that would show non-self-decomposability
only when m=1, α1 =e with b1>1.

CGMY and generalised hyperbolic processes. Multivariate CGMY n

processes can be constructed as V GGn,1 processes [33] or as V GGn,n pro-
cesses [29]. Multivariate generalised hyperbolic processes GHn constructed
as V GGn,1 were considered in [23, Example 1]. In all of these case, except
for parameter choices where GHn reduces V Gn, if µ 6= 0, |Σ| 6= 0, then the
integral in (3.4) is infinite, so we are unable to determine whether or not
these processes are in SDn. See [30, Examples 5.5.8 and 5.5.9] for additional
details.

However, instead of using (3.4), we can numerically examine the function
r 7→Hs(r), r>0, s∈S, for particular parameter values. We use the parametri-
sation GHn(α, β, γ,µ,Σ) in [14, Remark 2.3]. Suppose that µ= (−5, 1, 1),
X ∼ GH3(−1, 2, 0.5,µ, diag(0.05, 1, 1)), a plot r 7→ Hs(r) at s = µ/‖µ‖ is
given in Figure 4. If this behaviour extends to a set of s ∈ S∗∗ of strictly
positive Lebesgue surface measure, X cannot be self-decomposable.

We conclude with the following remark.
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Remark 4.1. The proof of Theorem 3.2 attempts to show that r 7→Hs(r)
is increasing at the origin to prove non-self-decomposability, while the nu-
merical experiment above shows that it could be decreasing at the origin
but strictly increasing at an alternative point, suggesting that to refine the
conditions in Theorem 3.2 requires methods considering the entire domain.

It would useful to determine sharper condition which could potentially
be applied to multivariate CGMY n and GHn processes. Nevertheless, we
believe that our analysis is an important step towards resolving this problem.

Another possible research direction could be to extend our results about
WVGGn processes to operator self-decomposability and to find conditions
for their inclusion in Urbanik’s L classes. In the context of multivariate
subordination, sufficient conditions for this were derived in [4]. 2

r

H
s
(r
)

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5

0.
2

0.
4

0.
6

0.
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1.
0

1.
2

1.
4

Figure 4: Plot of r 7→ Hs(r) for GH3(−1, 2, 0.5,µ, diag(0.05, 1, 1)), µ =
(−5, 1, 1) at s=µ/‖µ‖.
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5 Proofs

5.1 Matrix Analysis for Proving Theorem 2.1(vi)

We give four lemmas relating to the determinant, definiteness and invert-
ibility of certain pattern matrices, which are needed to prove USP (Theo-
rem 2.1(vi)).

To give an informal outline, let Σ ∈ Rn×n be an invertible covariance
matrix. For some ∆ ∈ Rn×n, we have Eµ,Σ(µ,u) = ‖µ(∆ ∗Σ)−1‖2

(∆∗Σ)s ,

which is positive for u ∈ (0,∞)n provided (∆∗Σ)s is positive definite, and
moreover, this still holds under the limit approaching the infimum. To
this end, Lemma 5.1 shows that a relevant determinant is strictly positive,
which implies in Lemma 5.2 that Υ ∈ Rn×n is nonnegative definite. Conse-
quently, Lemma 5.3 establishes the positive definiteness of 2(∆ ∗Σ)s=Υ ∗Σ.
Lemma 5.4 shows ∆∗Σ is invertible, so that we can pass the result through
the limit.

If n = 1, set Ξn(x) ≡ 2, x ∈ R, and otherwise, if n = 2, 3, 4 . . . and
x = (x1, . . . , xn−1) ∈ Rn−1, let Ξn(x) = (Ξn,kl) ∈ Rn×n be a square matrix,
defined by Ξn,kk :=2, 1≤k≤n, Ξn,kl=xk, 1≤k<n, l 6=k, Ξn,nl=1, 1≤ l<n.

Lemma 5.1. We have infx∈[0,1]n |Ξn+1(x)|=2+n and supx∈[0,1]n |Ξn+1(x)|=
2n+1 for n∈N.

Proof. If n = 1, then this is clear. Otherwise, if n ≥ 2, note Ξn+1(e), e ∈
Rn, turns into the (n+1)-dimensional covariance matrix for equi-correlated
variables, where |Ξn+1(e)|=2+n (see [22, Theorem 8.4.4]).

If n≥1, introduce a polynomial hn of degree n in x=(x1, . . . xn)∈Rn by
hn(x) := |Ξn+1(x)|, x = (x1, . . . xn) ∈Rn. Note h1(x1) = 4−x1, h2(x1, x2) =
8−2x1−2x2, h3(x1, x2, x3) = 16−4x1 −4x2−4x3 + x1x2x3.

Expanding the determinants along its first row yields hn(x)=2hn−1(x̃)+
x1rn−1(x̃), where x=(x1, x̃), x1∈R, x̃=(x2, . . . , xn)∈Rn−1 and x̃ 7→rn−1(x̃)
is a remainder polynomial. Freezing the variables x2, . . . , xn, x 7→ hn(x, x̃)
turns into an affine function so that ∂2

x1
hn(x1, x̃)≡ 0. Note hn is invariant

under coordinate permutations hn(xP ) =hn(x) for any permutation matrix
P ∈ Rn×n. Particularly, hn is a harmonic function as div(hn)≡0.

With ∂[0, 1]n denoting the boundary of the set [0, 1]n relative to Rn,
the maximum principle for harmonic functions states that infx∈[0,1]n hn(x)=
minx∈∂[0,1]n hn(x) and supx∈[0,1]n hn(x) = maxx∈∂[0,1]n hn(x) (see [18, Subsec-
tion I.1.4]).
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Taking this into account and also the permutation invariance, observe
that infx∈[0,1]n hn(x) = minx∈Fn hn(x) and supx∈[0,1]n hn(x) = maxx∈Fn hn(x),
where

Fn := {0, e}∪
⋃

1≤k<n

{(x1, . . . , xn) : x1 = · · · = xk = 0, xk+1 = · · · = xn = 1} .

For n≥2, we have hn(0)=2n+1, hn(e)=2+n, while

hn(x) = 2khn−k(1, . . . , 1) = 2k(2+n−k), 1≤k<n ,

where x= (x1, . . . , xn), x1 = . . .=xk = 0, xk+1 = . . .=xn= 1, from which the
result immediately follows. 2

If n ≥ 2 and v = (v1, . . . vn−1) ∈ Rn−1, introduce a symmetric matrix
Υn(v) := (Υn,kl(v))kl ∈ Rn×n, where Υn,kk(v) = 2, 1≤ k ≤ n and Υn,kl(v) =
Υn,lk(v)=1+

∏
k≤m<l vm, 1≤k<l≤n.

Lemma 5.2. If n≥2 and v∈ [0, 1]n−1, then Υn(v) is nonnegative definite.

Proof. Assume n≥2 and v∈ [0, 1]n−1. Successively, from k=1 to k=n−1,
in Υn(v), multiply its (k+1)th column with vk and subtract this from its
kth column and then multiply its (k+1)th row with vk and subtract this
from its kth row. Afterwards, take out the factor xk := 1−vk from the kth
column if xk ∈ (0, 1], 1 ≤ k < n. If xk ∈ (0, 1] for all 1 ≤ k < n, this yields
|Υn(v)|= |Ξn(x)|

∏
1≤k<n xk, where Ξn(x) = (Ξn,kl(x)) ∈ Rn×n is the matrix

in Lemma 5.1 and thus, |Υn(v)| ≥ 0, v ∈ [0, 1]n−1. Otherwise, if there is
some xk = 0, 1≤k<n, then the kth column is zero, so we get |Υn(v)| = 0,
v∈ [0, 1]n−1.

Every other principal submatrix of Υn(v), formed by keeping the rows
and columns in the index set {a1, . . . , am}, 1≤a1<. . .<am≤n, 1≤m ≤n−1,
and the deleting the rest, is given by Υm(v), where

v :=
( a2−1∏
k=a1

vk, . . . ,
am−1∏
k=am−1

vk

)
∈ [0, 1]m−1 .

Using an argument similar to the preceding paragraph shows that |Υm(v)|≥
0. Therefore, Υn(v) is nonnegative definite for all v∈ [0, 1]n−1. 2

If u ∈ (0,∞)n and Σ∈Rn×n is an invertible covariance matrix, introduce
a symmetric matrix Σs(u,Σ) ∈ Rn×n by

Σs(u,Σ):=((u � Σ)diag(1/u))s . (5.1)
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Lemma 5.3. Assume an invertible covariance matrix Σ. If n≥ 1 and u∈
(0,∞)n, then Σs(u,Σ) is positive definite.

Proof. Introduce t(u) :=(1∧u)+(1∧(1/u))∈(1, 2], u>0, and the symmetric
matrix Θn(u) := (Θn,kl(u))1≤k,l≤n ∈ Rn×n for Θn,kl(u) := t(uk/ul), 1≤ k, l ≤
n,u = (u1, . . . , un) ∈ (0,∞)n. By noting that 2Σs(u,Σ) = Θn(u)∗Σ, u ∈
(0,∞)n, Σ is assumed to be an invertible covariance matrix, and Θn(u) has
positive diagonal entries Θn,kk(u) ≡ 2, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, the positive definiteness
of Σs(u,Σ) follows from Oppenheim’s inequality, provided we can show that
Θn(u) is nonnegative definite, n∈N, u∈(0,∞)n.

Indeed, |Θ1(u)| ≡ 2, u > 0, while |Θ2(u)| = 4− t2(u1/u2) ∈ [0, 3], u =
(u1, u2) ∈ (0,∞)2. Further, note |Θn(uP )| = |P ′Θn(u)P | = |Θn(u)|, u ∈
(0,∞)n, for permutation matrices P ∈Rn×n, n∈N.

Without loss of generality, we may assume u ∈ (0,∞)n≤ and n ≥ 2. If
u = (u1, . . . , un) ∈ (0,∞)n≤, set v := (v1, . . . , vn−1) := v(u) ∈ (0, 1]n−1, for
vk := uk/uk+1, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, and note Θn(u) = Υn(v), where Υn(v) is the
nonnegative definite matrix in Lemma 5.2, thus completing the proof. 2

If n≥2 and v∈Rn−1, introduce a matrix ∆n(v) :=(∆n,kl(v))∈Rn×n and
a subset Gn⊆Rn−1, where ∆n,kl(v) = 1, 1≤ l≤ k≤n, ∆n,kl(v) = ∆n,lk(v) =∏

k≤m<l vm, 1≤k<l≤n, and

Gn :=
n−1⋃
k=1

{
x = (x1, . . . , xn−1) ∈ ∂[0, 1]n−1 : xk = 0

}
. (5.2)

Still assuming n≥2, introduce a bijection from (S++)≤ to (0, 1]n−1 by

u = (u1, . . . , un) 7→ v := (u1/u2, . . . , un−1/un) . (5.3)

Lemma 5.4. Assume an invertible covariance matrix Σ. If n≥ 2 and v ∈
[0, 1]n−1, then ∆n(v) ∗ Σ is invertible.

Proof. Using the transformation u 7→ v = v(u) in (5.3), note ∆n(v)∗Σ =
(u�Σ)diag(1/u) is invertible for v∈(0, 1]n−1 because the RHS is, due to (2.2).
It remains to show invertibility for v∈Gn.

If n=2, note Gn={0}, so that ∆2(v) ∗ Σ=∆2(0) ∗ Σ = [Σ11, 0; Σ12,Σ22]
is indeed invertible. Next, assume n ≥ 3 and v = (v1, . . . , vn−1) ∈ Gn. If

v1 = 0 or vn−1 = 0, note ∆n(v) ∗ Σ = [Σ11,0; σ̃′,∆n−1(v2, . . . , vn−1) ∗ Σ̃] or

∆n(v) ∗ Σ = [∆n−1(v1, . . . , vn−2) ∗ Σ̃,0′; σ̃,Σnn] for Σ = [Σ11, σ̃; σ̃′, Σ̃] and
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Σ=[Σ̃, σ̃′; σ̃,Σnn], respectively. Otherwise, we find a 1<k< n−1 such that

vk=0, and we may block Σ into Σ=[Σ̃11, Σ̃12; Σ̃21, Σ̃22] for Σ̃11∈Rk×k, Σ̃22∈
R(n−k)×(n−k) so that

∆n(v) ∗ Σ = [∆k(v1, . . . , vk−1) ∗ Σ̃11, 0; Σ̃21,∆n−k(vk+1, . . . , vn−1) ∗ Σ̃22]

is invertible by induction hypothesis, completing the proof. 2

5.2 Proof of Theorem 2.1

(i) and (ii). If P ∈ Rn×n is a permutation matrix, note

〈x,y〉(u�Σ)−1 = 〈xP,yP 〉((uP )�(P ′ΣP ))−1 , x,y ∈ Rn , u ∈ (0,∞)n . (5.4)

If, in addition, n ≥ 2 and u ∈ (0,∞)n≤, we may write u = (ũ, u) for u ∈
(0,∞), ũ∈ (0,∞)n−1

≤ and Σ = [Σ̃, σ̃′; σ̃, σ] for σ>0, σ̃∈Rn−1 and an invert-

ible covariance matrix Σ̃ ∈ R(n−1)×(n−1), thus having

〈x,y〉(u�Σ)−1 = 〈x̃, ỹ〉(ũ�Σ̃)−1 +
|ũ � Σ̃|
|u � Σ|

(
x−Eσ̃,Σ̃(x̃, ũ)

)(
y−Eσ̃,Σ̃(ỹ, ũ)

)
, (5.5)

x=(x̃, x), y =(ỹ, y), x̃, ỹ∈Rn−1, x, y∈R, with Eσ̃,Σ̃(x̃, ũ)= 〈x̃, ũ � σ̃〉(ũ�Σ̃)−1

as defined in (2.3).
Recall y ∈ Rn

∗ and z ∈ Rn
∗∗, and set iy := infu∈S++ ‖y‖2

(u�Σ)−1 and Iz :=

infu∈S++ D2(z,u). Note Iz =infu∈(0,∞)n D
2(z,u) using the invariance D2(z,u)=

D2(z,u0) being true for u∈(0,∞)n≤,u
0 :=u/‖u‖∈S++.

If n= 1 and y, z∈R∗, then the strict positivity of iy and Iz is plain. As-
sume n≥2. By choice of a suitable permutation in (5.4) we may assume with-
out loss of generality that u = (ũ, u) = (u1, . . . , un) ∈ (S++)≤, ũ∈ (0,∞)n−1

≤
and u ∈ (0, 1) with u ≥ max{uk : 1 ≤ k < n}. Note ‖ũ‖ ≤ ‖u‖ = 1 and
ũ0 := ũ/‖ũ‖∈(S++)≤ while u≥n−1/2 because of 1=

∑n
k=1 u

2
k≤nu2.

If y = (ỹ, y)∈Rn
∗ , ỹ∈Rn−1, y ∈R, (5.5) yields ‖y‖2

(u�Σ)−1 ≥‖ỹ‖2
(ũ�Σ̃)−1

≥
‖ỹ‖2

(ũ0�Σ̃)−1
≥ iỹ := inf ũ∈S++ ‖ỹ‖2

(ũ�Σ̃)−1
; otherwise, if ỹ=0 so that y 6=0, com-

bining (2.2) and (5.5) yields ‖y‖2
(u�Σ)−1≥y2|ũ � Σ̃|/|u � Σ|≥y2|Σ̃|/

∏n
k=1 Σkk

where the RHS does not depend on u.
If n ≥ 2, suppose z = (z̃, z) ∈ Rn

∗∗, z̃ ∈ Rn−1
∗∗ and z ∈ R∗. Recalling

‖z‖2
(u�Σ)−1≥‖z̃‖2

(ũ�Σ̃)−1
and (2.2) yields, with Iz̃ :=inf ũ∈S++ |ũ � Σ̃|‖z̃‖2(n−1)

(ũ�Σ̃)−1
,

D2
Σ(z,u) ≥ |u � Σ|

|ũ0 � Σ̃|

‖z‖2n
(u�Σ)−1

‖z̃‖2(n−1)

(ũ0�Σ̃)−1

Iz̃ =
|u � Σ|
|ũ � Σ̃|

‖z‖2n
(u�Σ)−1

‖z̃‖2(n−1)

(ũ�Σ̃)−1

Iz̃ ≥
|Σ|

n1/2
∏

k<n Σkk

iz̃ Iz̃ .
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To summarise, strict positivity of iy and Iz for all n∈N, y∈Rn
∗ and z∈Rn

∗∗
follows from mathematical induction.

(iii) and (iv). Analogously, one shows that the suprema are finite [30,
Lemma 5.4.4].

(v). Recall E=Eµ,Σ and V+ =V+
µ,Σ in (2.3) and (2.4), respectively.

It is straightforwardly verified that aV+⊆V+, a> 0, and V+ +V+⊆V+

so that V+ a convex cone.
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies that |E(x,u)−E(y,u)| ≤C‖x−

y‖ and thus E(y,u) ≥ E(x,u)−C‖x−y‖, x,y ∈ Rn, u ∈ (0,∞)n, where

C := 1 +
(∑n

k=1 supu∈(0,∞)n E
2(ek,u)

)1/2
. Note C is a positive and finite

constant, the latter by Part (iv) of Theorem 2.1. Assume x ∈ V+ so that
Ex := infu∈(0,∞)n E(x,u)> 0. If y∈Rn so that 2C‖x−y‖≤Ex, then noting
2 infu∈(0,∞)n E(y,u)≥Ex yields y∈V+, showing that V+ is open.

(vi). Assume µ 6=0. We shall show that µ∈V+ =V+
µ,Σ.

Positivity. Note E(µ,u)=Eµ,Σ(µ,u)=‖µ[(u�Σ)diag(1/u)]−1‖2
Σs(u,Σ), where

Σs(u,Σ) ∈ Rn×n in (5.1) is symmetric and positive definite, the latter by
Lemma 5.3, so that E(µ,u)>0 for u∈(0,∞)n and µ∈Rn

∗ .

Uniform strict positivity (USP). If n= 1, the result is obvious as E(µ, u) =
Eµ,Σ(µ, u) ≡ µ2/Σ, so that we may assume n ≥ 2 in the sequel. Let Eµ :=
infu∈(0,∞)n E(µ,u), and note Eµ = infu∈S++ E(µ,u). Plainly, there exists a
sequence (um)m≥1⊆S++ such that limm→∞ E(µ,um) =Eµ. Without loss of
generality, choosing a suitable subsequence if necessary, we may assume that
um→u0 for some u0∈S+, m→∞.

If u0 ∈ S++, Eµ = E(µ,u0) > 0 follows from the established positivity.
Next, assume that u0 ∈ S+\S++ and (um)m≥1⊆ (0,∞)n≤, the latter without
loss of generality by (5.4). Recall the definitions of Gn and u 7→ v = v(u)
in (5.2) and (5.3), respectively. By selecting a suitable subsequence if neces-
sary, we may assume that vm := v(um)→v0 ∈Gn⊆ [0, 1]n−1 as we assumed
u0∈S+\S++.

Note v 7→ ∆n(v)∗Σ is continuous as a mapping from Rn−1 into Rn×n.
Since taking the inverse of matrices is a continuous operation, by applying
Lemma 5.4 we must have E(µ,um)=µ(∆n(vm)∗Σ)−1µ′→µ(∆n(v0)∗Σ)−1µ′

as m→∞, so that Eµ = µ(∆n(v0)∗Σ)−1µ′. As above, write the RHS as
Eµ = ‖µ(∆n(v0)∗Σ)−1‖2

(∆n(v0)∗Σ)s . Finally, note 2(∆n(v0)∗Σ)s = Υn(v0)∗Σ,

where Υn(v0) is the nonnegative definite matrix in Lemma 5.2, completing
the proof of USP, that is Eµ>0. In particular, µ∈V+ when µ 6=0. 2
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5.3 Proof of Theorem 2.2

Restricted to the nonnegative reals r ∈ (0,∞), r 7→ Kρ(r) in (2.1) is non-
increasing for all ρ ≥ 0. If ρ ≥ 0, recall (see [21, Equations (8.451)–6 and
(8.469)–3])

Kρ(r) ∼ K1/2(r) = (π/2)1/2 e−r/r1/2 , r →∞ . (5.6)

If ρ>0, r 7→Kρ(r) is uniformly bounded by Kρ(0+)=2ρ−1Γ(ρ), as implication
of (2.1), while (see [21, Equation (8.447)–3])

K0(r) = K0(r) ∼ ln− r , r ↘ 0 . (5.7)

If ρ≥0, we have
κρ := sup

r>0
rKρ(r) < ∞ , (5.8)

and
lim
r↘0

rKρ(r) = 0 . (5.9)

If U is a Thorin measure on [0,∞)n∗ , we get from (2.7) that∫
(0,∞)n

Kρ
{
s‖u‖θ

}
U(du) < ∞ , s, θ > 0 , ρ ≥ 0 . (5.10)

Lemma 5.5. Assume a Thorin measure U on (0,∞)n. If f : (0,∞)n →
(0,∞) is a Borel function such that, for some a, b> 0, f(u)≥ a‖u‖b for all
u∈(0,∞)n, then∫

(0,∞)n
Kρ{rf(u)} f θ(u)U(du) < ∞ , r > 0, ρ, θ ≥ 0 .

Proof of Lemma 5.5. By (5.6), there exists r0 =r0(ρ, θ)∈(0,∞) such that
Kρ(r) r

θ≤2Kρ+θ(r), r>r0, implying∫
{rf>r0}

Kρ{rf(u)} f θ(u)U(du) ≤ 2r−θ
∫

(0,∞)n
Kρ+θ{rf(u)}U(du) .

Since
∫

(0,∞)n
Kρ+θ{rf(u)}U(du) ≤

∫
(0,∞)n

Kρ+θ{ra‖u‖b}U(du), the proof is

completed by (5.10) for large values of ‖u‖.
Set h :=(r0/ar)

1/b∈(0,∞). If ρ>0, then∫
{rf≤r0}

Kρ{rf(u)} f θ(u)U(du) ≤ (r0/r)
θKρ(0+)U

(
hD++

)
.
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If ρ=0, recall K0≡K0, and note c, d, g∈ [0,∞), where c :=supu>0K0(u)/(1+
ln− u), d :=supu>0(1+ln−{raub}))/(1+ln− u) and g :=cd (r0/r)

θ, so that∫
{rf≤r0}

K0{rf(u)} f θ(u)U(du) ≤ g

∫
hD++

(1+ln− ‖u‖)U(du) < ∞ .

Thus, the proof is completed for small values of ‖u‖. 2

Proof of Theorem 2.2. Assume z∈Rn
∗∗ and |Σ| 6= 0. Theorem 2.1 states

Ez := supu∈(0,∞)n |E(z,u)| < ∞, ζz := infu∈S++ ‖z‖(u�Σ)−1 > 0 and Dz :=
infu∈(0,∞)n D(z,u) > 0. The latter implies that Uz(du) := U(du)/D(z,u)
is a Thorin measure on (0,∞)n.

(i). Setting a := 2t/2ζtz > 0, we have f(u) := At(z,u) ≥ a‖u‖t/2 so that
Lemma 5.5 states∫

(0,∞)n
Kρ
{
rAt(z,u)

}
Aθ(z,u)Uz(du) < ∞ , r, t > 0, ρ, θ ≥ 0. (5.11)

If w ∈ domK, it is implied by (2.1) that |Kρ(w)| ≤ Kρ{<w2} so that, for
u∈(0,∞)n,∣∣ exp{wE(z,u)}Kρ

{
wA(z,u)

}∣∣ ≤ exp{<wEz}Kρ
{
<w2A2(z,u)

}
.

In view of (5.11), the RHS and thus the LHS are Uz(du)-integrable on (0,∞)n

in the last display. In particular, w 7→Hz(w) in (2.10), where ρ= n/2, is a
well-defined function from domK to C, while Hz((0,∞))⊆ [0,∞).

Next, let ν ≥ 1 so that ρ := ν−1≥ 0. We may differentiate (2.1) under
the integral to obtain dKν(w)/dw = −wKρ(w), w ∈ domK. In particular,
w 7→ewE(z,u) Kν{wA(z,u)} is holomorphic on domK with derivative

E(z,u) exp{wE(z,u)}Kν{wA(z,u)}−wA2(z,u) exp{wE(z,u)}Kρ{wA(z,u)}.

To see that w 7→Hz(w) can be differentiated under the integral, let w∈domK,
and assume a compact and convex subset K ⊆ C such that {0} ⊆ K and
w+K ⊆ domK. There exist w1, w2, w3 ∈w + K such that supw′∈w+K <w′ =
<w1<∞, infw′∈w+K <(w′)2 =<w2

2 >0 and supw′∈w+K |w′|= |w3|<∞, so, for
u∈(0,∞)n,

sup
y∈K∗

1

|y|

∣∣∣ exp{(w+y)E(z,u)}Kν{(w+y)A(z,u)}−exp{wE(z,u)}Kν{wA(z,u)}
∣∣∣
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is bounded from above by

exp{Ez<w1}
{
EzKν{<w2

2A
2(z,u)}+ |w3|A2(z,u)Kρ{<w2

2A
2(z,u)}

}
.

Since ρ= ν−1≥ 0, it follows from (5.11) that these expressions are Uz(du)-
integrable on (0,∞)n, completing the proof.

(ii). If u ∈ (0,∞)n, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality states that E2(z,u) ≤
A2(z,u). In particular, the Uz(du)-integrability of u 7→A(z,u) on u∈(0,∞)n

is inherited by u 7→ |E(z,u)|. Dominated convergence is applicable to both
integrals in (2.11). The latter is verified by noting, for u∈(0,∞)n,

sup
0<r≤1

|E(z,u) exp{rE(z,u)}Kn/2{rA(z,u)}| ≤ Kn/2(0+) exp{Ez}A(z,u) ,

and, by (5.8) and n≥2, that

sup
0<r≤1

exp{rE(z,u)}rA2(z,u)K(n−2)/2{rA(z,u)} ≤ κ(n−2)/2 exp{Ez}A(z,u) .

This completes the proof of (ii) because the RHS in (2.12) matches

lim
r↘0

cn

∫
(0,∞)n

E(z,u) exp{rE(z,u)}Kn/2{rA(z,u)}Uz(du) ,

while, by (5.9),

lim
r↘0

cn

∫
(0,∞)n

exp{rE(z,u)} rA2(z,u)K(n−2)/2{rA(z,u)}Uz(du) = 0 .

(iii). Let X∼WVGGn(d,µ,Σ,U). As shown by [15, Theorem 4.1], the Lévy
measure X is related to the Lévy measure Vb,µ,Σ of the V Gn(b,µ,Σ) process
as

X =
{

(U(du)/‖u‖2)⊗ V‖u‖2,u�µ,u�Σ(dx)
}
◦
(
(u,x) 7→ x

)−1
.

If, in addition, |Σ| 6= 0, Vb,µ,Σ admits a Lebesgue density νb,µ,Σ = dVb,µ,Σ
/

dy
(see [14, Equation (2.11)]), y∈Rn

∗ ,

νb,µ,Σ(y) =
cnb

|Σ|1/2 ‖y‖nΣ−1

exp{〈y,µ〉Σ−1}Kn/2
{

(2b+‖µ‖2
Σ−1)1/2‖y‖Σ−1

}
.

Let u∈(0,∞)n, s∈S∗∗, r>0, z∈Rn
∗∗, and define ν(u, z) :=ν‖u‖2,u�µ,u�Σ(z) so

that

h(u, s, r) := cn exp
{
rE(s,u)

}
Kn/2

{
rA(s,u)

}/
D(s,u) = rnν(u, rs) .
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Combining these facts, the Lévy measure X in Euclidean polar-coordinates
of Borel sets A⊆Rn

∗∗ is

X (A) =

∫
S∗∗

∫ ∞
0+

∫
(0,∞)n

1A(rs) h(u, s, r)U(du)
dr

r
ds .

If r ∈ (0,∞), s ∈ S∗∗, integrating u 7→ h(u, s, r) with respect to U(du) on
(0,∞)n yields

∫
(0,∞)n

h(u, s, r)U(du)=Hs(r) in (2.10), as desired. 2

5.4 Proof of Theorem 3.1

If n = 1, Theorem 3.1 specialises to Proposition 2.1(i). For the remaining
part of the proof, suppose that n≥2.

(ii)⇒(i). Noting V Gn
0⊆V GG

n,1
0 , Proposition 2.1(i) implies that V Gn

0 pro-
cesses are SDn processes. Recall that the class of SDn processes is closed
under convolution and convergence in distribution so that GV GC0 ⊆ SDn.
This completes the proof as adding in an independent Brownian motion does
not effect the self-decomposability.

(iii)⇒(ii). First assume X ∼WVGGn
0(0,Σ,U) so that the characteristic

exponent (2.9) simplifies to

ΨX(θ) = −
∫

[0,∞)n∗

ln
{

(‖u‖2 +
1

2
‖θ‖2

u�Σ)
/
‖u‖2

}
U(du) . (5.12)

We show that X∼GV GCn
0 , the subclass of all distributions formed by con-

volutions and convergence in distribution of V Gn
0 distributions.

Finitely supported Thorin measure. Suppose X ∼WVGGn
0(0,Σ,U), where

U=
∑m

k=1 ukδαk
for some uk≥0, αk∈ [0,∞)n∗ , and set ak :=‖αk‖, 1≤k≤m,

m∈N .
The characteristic exponent (5.12) simplifies to

ΨX(θ) = −
m∑
k=1

uk ln
{

(a2
k+

1

2
‖θ‖2

αk�Σ)/a2
k

}
, θ∈Rn .

Recall X∼V Gn
0(b,Σ) has characteristic exponent (see [14, Equation (2.9)])

ΨX(θ) = −b ln
{

(b+
1

2
‖θ‖2

Σ)/b
}
, θ ∈ Rn . (5.13)
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Let X1, . . . ,Xm be independent with

Xk ∼ V Gn
0(uk, ukαk � Σ/a2

k) , 1≤k≤m.

Then ΨX =
∑m

k=1 ΨXk
as (5.13) implies

ΨXk
(θ) = −uk ln{(a2

k +
1

2
‖θ‖2

αk�Σ)/a2
k} , θ∈Rn , 1≤k≤m.

Arbitrary nonzero Thorin measure. Let X∼WVGGn
0(0,Σ,U), where U is an

arbitrary nonzero Thorin measure.
Introduce w(r) := (1+ln− r)∧(1/r), r> 0 and, for θ∈Rn, a nonnegative

and continuous function

u 7→ gθ(u) := ln{(‖u‖2 +
1

2
‖θ‖2

u�Σ)/‖u‖2}
/
w(‖u‖), u ∈ [0,∞)n∗ . (5.14)

As S+ is compact and u 7→‖θ‖2
u�Σ is continuous on [0,∞)n∗ , 2c :=sups∈S+ ‖θ‖

2
s�Σ

is a finite constant. If u ∈ [0,∞)n∗ , note 0 ≤ gθ(u) ≤ g̃(‖u‖), with g̃(r) :=
ln{1+(c/r)}

/
w(r), r>0. Here g̃(r) can be continuously extended by setting

g̃(0) := g̃(0+)=1. Besides this, note g̃(r)=r ln{1 + (c/r)}≤c, r≥1. Thus, g̃
is uniformly bounded on [0,∞) and so is gθ on [0,∞)n∗ . To summarise, gθ is
continuous and bounded on its domain [0,∞)n∗ for all θ∈Rn.

As a Thorin measure, U satisfies (2.7) so that I :=
∫

[0,∞)n∗
w(‖u‖)U(du)∈

(0,∞) as we assumed U is nonzero measure. We introduce a Borel probability
measure on [0,∞)n∗ by P(du) :=w(‖u‖)U(du)/I.

Perceiving 0 and ∞ as infinitely far points, [0,∞)n∗ is a locally com-
pact space, so there exists a sequence of finitely supported Borel proba-
bility measures (Pk)k∈N such that Pk converges weakly to P as k → ∞
(see [7, Corollaries 30.5 and 30.9]). For k ∈ N, introduce a finitely sup-
ported Thorin measure Uk(du) := IPk(du)/w(‖u‖) with an associated pro-
cess Xk∼WVGGn

0(0,Σ,Uk).
Let θ∈Rn, and recall gθ in (5.14) is continuous and bounded so that

ΨXk
(θ)=−I

∫
[0,∞)n∗

gθ(u)Pk(du)→−I
∫

[0,∞)n∗

gθ(u)P(du)=ΨX(θ) , k→∞ .

This proves that for any X∼WVGGn
0(0,Σ,U) with nonzero U , there exists

a sequence of processes (Xk)k∈N, where Xk, k ∈ N, is the superposition of
finitely many independent V Gn

0 processes, and Xk→X in law as k →∞.
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General case. Assume X∼WVGGn
0(d,Σ,U) with no restrictions on d, Σ and

U . If U=0, then X∼WVGGn
0(d,Σ,U)=BMn(0,d�Σ) by (2.9), which is in

the required form as the null process 0∼V Gn
0(b, 0) is an element of GV GCn

0 .
The case where U 6=0 and d=0 is dealt with above. If U 6=0 and d 6=0, then

X
D
= B+Y by (2.9) where B ∼ BMn(0,d � Σ) and Y ∼WVGGn

0(0,Σ,U)
are independent processes. Since we showed above that Y ∼ GV GCn

0 , this
completes the proof. 2

Remark 5.1. Assume d = 0. In the proof of Theorem 3.1, we show that
WVGGn

0 ⊆ GV GCn
0 . It is natural to ask whether WVGGn

0 = GV GCn
0 .

Clearly, this holds if and only if the WVGGn
0 class is closed under convo-

lution and convergence in distribution, which is true when n = 1 (see [12,
Theorem 7.3.1]). But for n≥2, we conjecture WVGGn

0 distributions are not
closed under convolutions. The n=1 result relies on the fact that the param-
eter Σ can be absorbed into the subordinator, whereas this cannot easily be
done when n≥ 2, which explains the difficulty in extending the n= 1 result
and why we expect WVGGn

0 =GV GCn
0 to be false in the latter case. 2

5.5 Proof of Theorem 3.2

(ii)⇒(i). This is a modification of the arguments in [23, Propositions 1
and 3(ii)].

(iii)⇒(ii). This is obvious.

(iv)⇒(iii). This follows from Theorem 2.2(ii), see (2.12).

(v)⇒(iv). Theorem 2.1(v) states that V+ =V+
µ,Σ in (2.4) is an open convex

cone. As we assumed µ 6= 0, note µ ∈ V+ by Theorem 2.1(vi) so that V+

is not the empty set. In particular, V+
∗∗ is a nonempty open convex cone so

that B+ :=S∩V+
∗∗ is a nonempty and relative-open subset of S∗∗, thus having

strictly positive (n−1)-dimensional Lebesgue surface measure.
Let s∈B+, and note Es =infu∈(0,∞)n E(s,u)>0 as s∈V+ so that∫

(0,∞)n
E(s,u)

U(du)

D(s,u)
≥ Es

∫
(0,∞)n

U(du)

D(s,u)
.

Also, noting {u ∈ (0,∞)n : D(s,u) > 0} = (0,∞)n, the RHS in the last
display is strictly positive as we assumed U((0,∞)n)>0, thus (3.2) holds.

Theorem 2.1(iii) states the finiteness of ξ :=supu∈S++
‖u �µ‖2

(u�Σ)−1 while

Theorem 2.1(i) states strict positivity of ζs := infu∈S++ ‖s‖2
(u�Σ)−1 since s ∈
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B+⊆Rn
∗ . If u∈ (0,∞)n and u0 := u/‖u‖, noting ‖u‖n|u0 � Σ|= |u � Σ| and

using (2.2) yields

A2(s,u)

D2(s,u)
=

2‖u‖+‖u0 � µ‖2
(u0�Σ)−1

‖s‖2(n−1)

(u0�Σ)−1|u0 � Σ|
≤ 2 ∨ ξ
|Σ|ζn−1

s

(1+‖u‖)‖u‖n∏
u

.

Particularly, (3.1) holds for s∈B+ as we assumed (3.3).

(vi)⇒(v). If 1 ≤ k ≤ m, set u∗k :=
∏

uk, and note ‖vuk‖n = vn‖uk‖n and∏
(vuk)=vnu∗k, v>0, so that∫

(0,∞)n
(1+‖u‖1/2)

‖u‖n/2 U(du)

(
∏

u)1/2
=

m∑
k=1

(
‖uk‖n

u∗k

)1/2 ∫
(0,∞)

(1+‖vuk‖1/2)Uk(dv) .

Note the RHS in the last display is bounded above by

m∑
k=1

(
‖uk‖n

u∗k

)1/2

(1 ∨ ‖uk‖1/2)

∫ ∞
0+

(1 + v1/2)Uk(dv) < ∞

since Uk((0, 1]) < ∞, 1≤ k≤ n. Thus, (3.3) holds, completing the proof of
the implication.

(vii)⇒(vi). Plainly, finitely supported Thorin measures satisfy (3.4). 2

5.6 Proof of Proposition 3.1

Let µ∈Rn. By recalling ξ := supu∈S++
‖u � µ‖2

(u�Σ)−1 is finite due to Theo-

rem 2.1(iii), and using (2.2), we have (see the proof of Theorem 3.2(v) for a
similar argument)

2∏n
k=1 Σkk

‖u‖2

‖s‖2(n−1)

(u�Σ)−1

∏
u
≤ A2(s,u)

D2(s,u)
≤ 2 ∨ ξ
|Σ|

(1 + ‖u‖)‖u‖
‖s‖2(n−1)

(u�Σ)−1

∏
u
. (5.15)

(i). By noting (1+r)r≤(1+1/a)r2 for r>a, a>0, it follows from (5.15) that
(3.1) is equivalent to (3.5).

(ii). This is immediately follows from (5.15) by noting ‖u‖=1 for u∈S++.

(iii). By substituting u = vuk, v > 0, uk ∈ (0,∞)n, 1 ≤ k ≤ m, m ≤ 1,
in (5.15), it follows from (2.7) that (3.1) is equivalent to (3.7) (see the proof
of Theorem 3.2(vi) for a similar argument). 2
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Remark 5.2. Note infu∈S++ ‖u�µ‖2
(u�Σ)−1 can be 0 (see Remark 2.1), so the

term ‖u‖2 in the LHS of (5.15) cannot be replaced by a constant multiple
of (1 + ‖u‖)‖u‖. Thus, we are unable to obtain an equivalent condition to
(3.1) for general Thorin measures. 2

5.7 Proof of Proposition 4.1

Let n, c, d, α, µ, Σ and Uk, 1≤k≤n, be as specified in the assertion of the
Proposition 4.1. Set ν :=n/2 so that ρ :=ν−1 ≥ 0.

Note α�µ 6= 0 and, thus, ‖α �µ‖(α�Σ)−1>0 so that we find a, b∈(0,∞),
satisfying

2b = a‖α � µ‖2
(α�Σ)−1 . (5.16)

Let s ∈ S. By compactness of S and continuity of s 7→ as := 2‖s‖2
(α�Σ)−1 ,

s 7→ bs := ‖α�µ‖2
(α�Σ)−1‖s‖2

(α�Σ)−1 and s 7→ Es := 〈s,α � µ〉(α�Σ)−1 , we have

a := infs∈S as > 0, b := infs∈S bs > 0 and E := sups∈S Es ∈ (0,∞), respectively.
Finally, set h :=Eπ1/2Γ(ν+1/2)/Γ(ν) and g :=1 ∨ ((h2−b)/a).

It is straightforwardly checked that U∗ :=
∫∞
g
δuα/‖α‖2du/(au + b)c is a

Thorin measure, and so is U in (4.1), the latter being a finite superposition
of Thorin measures. Besides this, there are independent processes B, X∗,
X1, . . . Xn, where B∼BMn(d � µ,d � Σ), Xk ∼ V GG1,1(0, µk,Σkk,Uk), 1≤
k≤n, and X∗∼WVGGn(0,µ,Σ,U∗) so that X

D
=B+X∗+

∑n
k=1Xkek (see [15,

Proposition 3.7 and Remark 3.9]). Recall B∼SDn, Xk∼SD1, 1≤k≤n, by
Theorem 3.1.

Self-decomposability is closed under convolution, so it suffices to show
that X∗∼SDn. The latter holds, provided we can show that, for all s∈ S,
r 7→H∗s(r) in nondecreasing, where H∗s(r) is (2.10) applied to X∗. For r > 0,
s∈S, we have

H∗s(r) :=
2

(2π)ν
exp{rEs}

‖s‖n(α�Σ)−1|α � Σ|1/2

∫ ∞
g

Kν{r(asu+bs)
1/2} du

(au+b)c
.

Recall (5.16), and note b− abs/as≡0. Also, note dKν(r)/dr=−rKρ(r). We
can differentiate r 7→ H∗s(r) using the dominated convergence theorem and
Lemma 5.5 (see the proof of Theorem 2.2(i) for a similar argument), then
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making the change of variables v=r(asu+bs)
1/2, we obtain for s∈S, r>0,

∂rH
∗
s(r)

H∗s(r)
= Es − r

∫∞
g

(asu+bs)Kρ{r(asu+bs)
1/2}du/(au+b)c∫∞

g
Kν{r(asu+bs)1/2}du/(au+b)c

= Es −

∫∞
r(asg+bs)1/2

Kρ(v)v3−2c dv

r
∫∞
r(asg+bs)1/2

Kν(v)v1−2c dv
. (5.17)

Note [20, Equation (2.11)] states that∫ ∞
r

Kν(v) dv ≤ π1/2Γ(ν+1/2)

Γ(ν)
Kν(r), r > 0 ,

and, as 1−2c≤0, this inequality yields

E

∫ ∞
r(asg+bs)1/2

Kν(v)v1−2c dv ≤ hr1−2c(asg + bs)
(1−2c)/2 Kν{r(asg + bs)

1/2} .

Since 2−2c≥0, we have∫ ∞
r(asg+bs)1/2

Kρ(v)v3−2c ≥ r2−2c(asg + bs)
1−c
∫ ∞
r(asg+bs)1/2

vKρ(v) du ,

and, by the fundamental theorem of calculus with dKν(v)/dv=−vKρ(v),

1

r

∫ ∞
r(asg+bs)1/2

Kρ(v)v3−2c dv ≥ r1−2c(asg + bs)
1−cKν{r(asg + bs)

1/2} .

Recall ag+b≥h2 by choice of g, so that combining the above results, we have
h∂r lnH∗s(r)≤E(h−(ag+b)1/2)≤0, s∈S, completing the proof. 2

Remark 5.3. In the situation of Proposition 4.1, using the notation in the
proof above, we show that the truncation parameter g can be reduced to 0
when n= 2 and c= 1/2. Introduce t := rb

1/2
s > 0. Let s ∈ S, fs := Es/b

1/2
s ,

g = 0. It follows from integration by parts that ∂r lnH∗s(r)≤ 0 in (5.17) is
equivalent to G∗s(t)≥0, where

G∗s(t) := K1(t) + (1/t− fs)
∫ ∞
t

K1(v) dv.
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For t>0, taking the derivative yields

∂tG
∗
s(t) =− tK0(t) + (fs − 1/t)K1(t)− t−2

∫ ∞
t

K1(v) dv

≤ (fst− 1)K1(t)− tK0(t) .

Thus, ∂tG
∗
s(t)<0 for all t>0 since

fs −
1

t
≤ 1− 1

t
<

t

1 + (1 + t2)1/2
<

K0(t)

K1(t)
, t > 0 ,

where the first inequality follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the
second inequality is obvious and the third inequality follows from [28, The-
orem 1.2]. So t 7→G∗s(t), t > 0, has no turning points. In addition, we have
that limt↘0 G

∗
s(t)=∞ and limt→∞G∗s(t)=0. Thus, X∼SD2 for g=0 .

If n= 2 and c∈ (1/2, 1], or n≥ 3 and c∈ [1/2, 1], we leave as as an open
problem whether the truncation parameter can be chosen to be g= 0 while
X 6∼SDn.

In (3.1), the integral is a multiple of
∫∞
g

(asu+bs)
1/2 du/(au + b)c =∞

for all s∈ S and c∈ [1/2, 1], so Proposition 4.1 is not in contradiction with
Theorem 3.2. 2
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